Global Power Supply offers two new surplus Solar Taurus 60 gas turbine generators. These units are available immediately for delivery in original packaging, un-used, and located in southern California.

The Taurus 60 gas turbine generator set consists of an axial-flow gas turbine engine, generator, and reduction-drive gearbox. These components are installed in-line on a heavy-steel base frame skid. The skid is a structural steel assembly with beam sections and cross members.

- 5670 kW each
- Gas Turbine Dual Fuel (gas or liquid)
- Voltage: 4160V(60Hz)
- Year: 2013
- 3 Phase
- Turbotronic 4 Control System
- Speed 14951 rpm (60 Hz)
- Compression Ratio 12.2:1
- Reduction gear to Kato generator
- Inlet and exhaust ducting electric motor starting system
- Warranty 8 Months (June 2013)
- Located in California

Generating Solutions for Oil and Gas Industry
GPS provides its customers in the Oil and Gas Industry a complete range of resources, skills, and services for building and maintaining their operations
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